IU Meghalaya organized a Guest Lecture on "Data Mining and its Applicability in other Areas and Disciplines" by Dr. Anjan Das, Associate Professor and Director of Computer Science Deptt, St Anthony's College, Shillong, on 13th March 2015 at Shillong Campus. Dr. Das delivered a one and half hour lecture. The concept was identified and organised by IT Department. Mr Sagar Saikia, Faculty Associate, IT Department, was the coordinator while Mr Sangyal L Tamang(IT Department), Mrs Banrilene Kharjana(Management Department), Mr Subhajit Sengupta(Accounts Officer) were the joint coordinators. The main aim of the talk was basically to help the MBA students who are pursuing their MT II Thesis in Data Mining, help the MCA students to come up with new pattern discovery with Data Mining in various areas of Computer Science, and also to help the in-house Faculty Members to develop an interest in Research in the area of Data Mining irrespective of any discipline.